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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA

No. 290 of 1985
BETWEEN:


BRUNO GUMURGUN
Plaintiff

AND:

PETER LUKE
Defendant



CORAM:	Asche J.



REASONS FOR JUDGMENT

{Delivered the 27th day of August 1986)



On 17 June 1982 an accident occurred on the Stuart Highway past the Howard Springs turnoff.	The Stuart Highway, at that time, was a single road permitting one lane of traffic to travel north and one lane to travel south.	The accident occurred when a vehicle driven by the defendant in a northerly direction towards Darwin struck the plaintiff	ho was a pedestrian.	The plaintiff suffered injuries for which he required medical treatment and hospitalisation and still suffers from the results of those injuries.
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According to the defendant whose version I accept on this issue, the collision occurred at about 7.10pm at a time when it was dark although "with a very faint colour in the sky". The defendant's car and the cars which passed him in the opposite direction had lights on.	The road at this stage was in open country with bushes on either side.	There was no artificial lighting.	There were no houses in the vicinity but there was, nearby and off the roadway, a camp where the plaintiff resided.	The defendant was familiar with the area, he had driven frequently on this road and he knew of the presence of three Aboriginal camps in the vicinity and he agreed that it was not uncommon to see Aboriginal people on the side of the road in that area.

There is a conflict of evidence as to how the plaintiff came to be on the roadway at this stage.	The plaintiff, in his evidence in chief, said that he came from the camp which is situated back from the eastern side of the roadway, he walked across the roadway to the western side and there commenced walking along the side of the roadway hailing cars in order to obtain a ride to Darwin.		He says that one car went past him, and he was then struck by the defendant's vehicle on his left side at a time when he was on the western side of the highway and he was thrown off the roadway and knocked unconscious and suffered other injuries. In cross examination, however, he agreed to a rather different account.	It was put to him that the accident





happened as he was crossing the road from his camp to go to the other side of the road and he agreed to this.	The defendant and his wife both say the plaintiff was in the centre of the western lane of the highway when he was struck.	The defendant himself says that he did not see the plaintiff until almost immediately before the accident.	The defendant's wife says that she first saw him walking across the road from the eastern to the western side.	When she first saw him he was about twenty feet away although she says that she is not very good at judging distances.
Immediately after she saw him he was struck.	The damage to
the defendant's motor car was to the lower grill section, the windscreen, the bonnet and the right hand light beam. The damage to the bonnet was between the left hand and centre of the car.	The defendant says that he was driving in the centre of the western lane.	The road is bitumen.

I have no hesitation accepting the evidence of the defendant and his wife on these matters.		Indeed the plaintiff was remarkably frank, and in cross examination he says that he was "very drunk" and staggering.		Furthermore he was knocked unconscious by the collision.	These factors taken with the plaintiff's own admission in cross examination when he agreed to a different version of his original account (and that version being similar to what the defendant and his wife say) leaves me in no doubt that the plaintiff's original account in examination in chief cannot be relied on



and the probabilities are overwhelming that the plaintiff was struck as he walked from the centre of the road to the western side into the path of the defendant's motor vehicle which was being driven along the centre of the western side of the bitumen.	This is consistent with the plaintiff's injuries to his left side, with the damage to the vehicle, and, of course with the version given by the defendant and his wife.

I make due allowance for the difficulties the plaintiff had in expressing himself and I certainly do not regard him as being deliberately untruthful.	His evidence was, however, very confused and seemed to me to be based more on reconstruction than on recollection.	The defendant and his wife on the other hand were impressive and fair witnesses, there was nothing inherently improbable in what they said and I found them convincing.	I proceed therefore to examine whether, on the version of events which they have given to the court it can be said on the balance of probabilities that the defendant was negligent.

The defendant says that immediately prior to the accident he was driving at about eighty five k.p.h. and that his lights were on low beam because there was traffic coming in the opposite direction.	A car had just passed in the opposite direction when the accident occurred.	He admits that with his lights on low beam he had a visibility ahead of some one



hundred metres or so but it was put in his counsel's address on his behalf that the defendant's vision would be obscured because the plaintiff, walking from the centre of the road out of the pool of light formed by the car travelling south immediately prior to the collision could not have been seen and certainly not avoided by the defendant.	Had that been the evidence the plaintiff may have had difficulty in establishing any negligence.	But it is not really what the defendant says.	His evidence which I accept as completely honest puts the situation as suggested by counsel on a more conjectural basis.

"I'd imagine on such a narrow stretch of road - the vehicle coming in the opposite direction - you would be dazzled by lights - but just don't like to say whether I was or not, because I can't recall at the time."


Later he was asked whether he could give any reason for not seeing the plaintiff before the accident and he said,

"As I said before I'd imagine on a narrow stretch of road with a vehicle coming in the opposite direction you wouldn't - I'd imagine you wouldn't see too well after a vehicle's approaching you has gone straight past."



Question:

Answer:


Question: Answer:
 
Is that what happened that you couldn't see too well with this vehicle approaching?
I can't recall.	All I recall is another vehicle just slightly passing me and I hit the fellow on the road.
You can't recall slowing down?
Well if I'd seen him I would have slowed down.



Question: Answer: Question:

Answer:
 
No, but you can't recall slowing down? I can't recall slowing down, no.
You can't recall whether your visjon was in some way obscured by this vehicle approaching?

No, I can't recall, it's a few years now.	I can't recall at all whether my vision was obscured or not.



I am unable on this evidence to find that the defendant can really be taken to be stating positively that his vision was obscured by light of the vehicle corning in the opposite direction.	He is, however, positive that the collision occurred at the same time as he saw the plaintiff.		His wife saw the plaintiff a fraction of a second earlier and called out just before the collision.	Both the defendant and his wife speak of then seeing the plaintiff facing west on the bitumen and of the plaintiff being hit on his left side and of some cans of beer which the plaintiff was carrying falling into the car.	The defendant's lights were on low beam.	He says immediately on the impact he tried to swerve but it was "no good".	He braked at the same time and the car came to rest roughly about 100-120 feet away.	With some hesitation he conceded in cross-examination that on low beam he would have been able to see the plaintiff about 100 metres ahead "without another vehicle corning the other way". His wife confirmed that the defendant's lights were on low beam.	She said that some minutes before the accident she had glanced at the speedometer and seen that the car was doing, she thinks, 95 k.p.h.	However she was unable to say



what speed it was doing at the time of the collision.	The defendant put his speed at about 85 k.p.h. at the time of the collision.	He conceded that he was heading downhill.

In these circumstances it is put on behalf of the plaintiff that even if his original version is not adopted there was still a duty on the defendant to keep a proper lookout to take proper avoiding action and to travel at a speed reasonable in the circumstances; and it is put that the defendant is in breach of these duties.

A number of cases have been supplied to me by the diligence of Counsel, but I fear that they do no more than establish a wilderness of single instances.	These matters are primarily questions of fact.	However I am assisted in the broad sense by the dictum of Bray C.J. in Gardner v Della Santa (1968)
S.A.S.R. 345 at 349 that:-


"Drivers of motor vehicles are not entitled to drive at night, or during periods of low visibility, on the assumption that there will be no unilluminated moving objects on the road, particularly on an unlit country road".

and by a further dictum of Hodgson J. in Bishop v Dunn (1984) 1 M.V.R. 381 at 384:-

"A driver has an obligation to keep a general lookout in the direction of his travel, and prima facie, if a  driver hits a pedestrian without even seeing the pedestrian, he has breached that obligation".



Provided that statements such as these are not treated as some sort of presumption displacing the onus of proof (and I am sure their Honours were not suggesting that) I find them, if I may say so with respect, helpful as encapsulating a common sense approach.

It seems to me that, allowing for the vagaries of the plaintiff's movements on the roadway, and the fact that the plaintiff was wearing dark clothing, the defendant should have seen him in his lights somewhat sooner than he did and to have then taken some appropriate evasive action, probably by moving to the right since it seems that if there had been a car travelling the opposite direction it had passed before the impact.	Bearing in mind also the defendant's knowledge of the camps in that area and the possibility of people on the road I find that in all the circumstances he failed to keep a proper lookout and was guilty of negligence.

There remains the question of contributory negligence of the plaintiff.	Mr Reeves who appeared for him, showed sound judgment in conceding that there must necessarily be some finding of contribution to the accident on the plaintiff's part.	For my part I am satisfied that the plaintiff should in these circumstances bear a greater proportion of the responsibility for the accident.	He substantially created the danger by his drunken condition and his complete lack of care for his own safety in crossing the road as he did.	He



acted in a reckless and stupid manner which would have made it difficult for the defendant to avoid him even had he seen him earlier.	In my view his negligence greatly contributed to the happening of the accident to the extent of 70%.

The Plaintiff sustained injuries as a result of the accident.	He was admitted to hospital.	He spent the following periods in hospital:-


Darwin Hospital


17/6/82 - 20/10/82


3/12/82 - 7/1/83


10/1/83 - 25/2/83





Katherine Hospital


25/2/83 - 18/4/83



Darwin Hospital


1/8/83 - 5/8/83


11/5/84 - 29/5/84



He spent certain other periods in hospital for treatment not connected with the injuries resulting from the accident.

On first admission to hospital immediately  after the accident he was found to have a compound comminuted fracture of the left humerus and a compound comminuted  fracture of the left tibia and multiple cuts and abrasions.	Apart from cuts and abrasions which healed in a short time the other injuries were described as serious and significant and involved several surgical procedures.	The injury to the left humerus stabilised by about February  1983 and the report of Dr. Schmidt of	18 March 1986 is that "he has had a satisfactory result lacking only 20 degrees of supination with respect to the normal side.	I feel his injury has stabilised.	He is unlikely to undergo further degenerative changes in the elbow.	I would suggest that no further treatment will be required at the present or in the future".

Earlier in his report Dr Schmidt said that there were no difficulties with respect to the left upper extremity specifically the shoulder and elbow joint.	"He himself admits to no pain, restriction to motion or loss of sensation".

The gravest injury was to the left tibia.	This took a considerable time to unite despite several operations and at one stage amputation was considered.	In May 1984 an



electrical device known as an osteostim was inserted at the fracture site.	By providing a small electrical current this device stimulates healing, and over a period of 18 months union was achieved.	However the left leg now remains 4-5 ems shorter than the right leg.	Dr. Schmidt agreed that it would not be difficult to obtain a built up shoe to accommodate that difference and if the plaintiff wore this his gait would be better but probably not normal.	Dr Schmidt said that he would hope that it would be very close to normal.	I note however the plaintiff's evidence which, while a little inconclusive, indicates that he does not like using the built up shoe.

Dr. Schmidt was of opinion that post traumatic arthritis would progress with time and that "a further surgical procedure, possibly a joint debridement or an arthrodesis will probably be required".	However Mr Wardell who is a specialist surgeon did not believe further surgery was necessary; although he qualified that in his next answer by saying that he would prefer to leave an opinion about further surgery to an orthopaedic colleague.	Mr Wardell confirmed that the plaintiff's knee joint would increase in strength over time and as he used it more.

The accident occurred on 17 June 1982. The Motor Accidents (Compensation) Act 1979 had by then come into force so that the plaintiff had no action for common law damages against



the defendant save for pain and suffering or loss of amenities of life.	See S. 5 of Act No. 75 of 1979.

The calculation of damages under these heads raises certain unusual problems in this case.


I turn first to the question of pain and suffering.	The injuries as described by the medical reports would normally lay a convincing foundation for such evidence as the plaintiff might give to the effect that he had undergone considerable pain.	But the evidence of the plaintiff is not on these lines at all.

His evidence in chief at page 52 of the transcript is as follows:-


"After the accident, when the doctors were looking after your left arm and leg, did your left arm and leg feel sore?	Yes, was.

Could you describe how it felt?	Will you tell the judge how your left arm felt? --- It was (inaudible) before but now I can walk feel no pain, nothing.

That's in your left arm? --- Just that left hurt in my arm.
Any problems with your left arm now? --- It's all right.

What about your left leg? --- Left like little bit (inaudible) out with my right leg.

Little bit---? --- Yes, little bit better right leg. Little bit better than the right leg? --- Yes.
Do you feel any soreness of pain in your left leg? Yes.

. .
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Now? --- Little bit.

What's it feel like? --- Little bit sore, you know."


Later he described an "itchy" feeling but since he said that he had had that feeling before the accident and it had been the same after the accident that did not take the matter any further.


Some suggestion was made that the plaintiff had pains in he back and although he said that he had pains in the back before the accident he also said that in the last 2 years he got a "little bit bad pain" which however he then seemed to correct to "a little bit back pain".	Counsel agreed however that the following statement could be part of the evidence:-



"that the back pain is having a shorter leg. alleviated if he wears
 
consistent with the plaintiff That pain can be fixed or special shoes".



Now the reason for this otherwise surprising lack of pain in view of the injuries is that the plaintiff when he was about
9 years old contracted leprosy, and although this has been treated and is described now as inactive it has been sufficiently  severe to cause some physical deformities.	For instance the most casual observation of his left hand is to show total loss of the top part of the fingers.	One of the conditions of leprosy is a loss of sensation and it would appear that this has resulted in the plaintiff suffering far





less pain than one would expect from the rather severe injuries.	The result, as Mr Riley correctly points out, is that the rule that in assessing damages one takes the plaintiff as one finds him in this case works somewhat to the advantage of the defendant.


In Skelton v Collins (1966) 115 C.L.R. 94 at 108 Taylor J., referring to certain remarks made by some of the Bench in Wise v Kaye (1962) 1 Q.B. 638 and H. West & Son Ltd v Shepherd (1964) A.C. 326 said:-

"It was, of course, said that if a plaintiff's condition, as a result of his injuries is such that he is insensible to physical pain and suffering it would be inappropriate to award damages under this head, the reason for this being simply that a plaintiff in such a condition, does not experience pain and, consequently, does not suffer on that account.	The latter proposition is unassailable".


While it could be said here that the plaintiff is not entirely insensible to pain it seems that his sense of pain or discomfort is no more than a general "itchiness".

An equally unusual situation occurs when one looks at the question of loss of enjoyment of life in the sense of loss of amenities.

Due to his earlier condition of leprosy the plaintiff had for some years before the accident (and the precise time does not seem to have been established) been unemployed and



receiving social security benefits.	His way of life  seems to have become firmly fixed into what he seems to have considered a satisfactory and acceptable pattern.	Certainly he makes no complaints about it, and all the indications are that he has continued and will continue in the same pattern after the accident.	He is a man of simple tastes.		Those tastes revolve around the single daily plan which was and apparently still is to get drunk.	I really cannot do better than draw attention to his disarming frankness under
cross-examination:-


Question:	Would you get drunk every day, or once
a week, or what?

Answer: Question:

Answer:
 Every day.
Every day you'd get drunk and start drinking?

Start drinking from 12 o'clock staying in the bar, after that when sun go set, and buy some to take away with the taxi coming home.



There is no need to be censorious about this - although it might have been an interesting question of public policy to determine what damages he would be entitled to by way of loss of amenities if the accident had affected his capacity to become drunk.	But his way of life must be a relevant factor in determining to what extent he has lost amenities of life.	The principle stated by Windeyer J. in
Skelton v Collins (1966) 115, C.L.R. 94 at 128 must be kept in mind:-



"The one principle that is absolutely firm, and which must control all else, is that damages for the consequences of mere negligence are compensatory.	They are not punitive.	They are given to compensate the injured person for what he has suffered and will suffer in mind, body and estate.	Only so far as they can do this is he entitled to have them".


In the same case Taylor J. said at page 113:-


"The expression 'loss of the amenities of life' is a loose expression but as a head of damages in personal injury cases it is intended to denote a loss of the capacity of the injured person consciously to enjoy life to the full as, apart from his injury, he might have done.	It may be said, of course, that a person who is completely incapacitated as a result of his injuries suffers such a loss whether or not his injuries are of such a character to render him insensible to his loss.
But, in my view, a proper assessment can be made only upon a comparison of the condition which has been substituted for the victim's previously existing capacity to enjoy life and where the mind is, as it were, willing and the body incapable there is, in my view, a much higher degree of loss than where the victim ls completely insensible to his lost capacity.	Perhaps, in other words, it may be said that a person who is obliged for the rest of his life to live with his incapacity, fully conscious of the limitations which it imposes upon his enjoyment of life, is entitled to greater compensation than one who, although deprived of his former capacity is spared, by insensibility, from the realization of his loss and the trials and tribulations consequent upon it."


In the broad sense it could therefore be said here that the plaintiff has not suffered impairment of his particular way of life by his injuries.	He will, continue to live in the manner to which he was accustomed before the accident.



It does however appear to be some embarrassment to him to display the conspicuous scars on his leg and he now, it appears, wears long trousers to cover that and this would seem to be some inconvenience to him, though the evidence is rather meagre.	I consider, however that his main problem and one which does trouble him is the shortening of his left leg.	He seems averse to the wearing of a built up shoe which would assist him in this respect.	On the whole I am prepared to accept this as the most significant damage in these peculiar circumstances either under the heading of pain in the sense at least of discomfort or under the heading of loss of amenities in the sense of a decrease in general enjoyment of life by a permanent limping gait.
Adding to that the "itchiness" some back pain which could be alleviated by wearing  special shoes, and the embarrassment of his scars I find it difficult to make specific findings under the two headings and prefer an overall result of
$12,000 damages for pain and suffering and loss of amenities.

Since I have found the plaintiff 70% responsible for the accident the result will be a sum of $3,600-00 (i.e. 30% of
$12,000) and to that pursuant to s. 84 of the Supreme Court Act the court may order interest "at such rate as it thinks fit on the whole or any part of that sum for the whole or any part of that period between the date when the cause of action arose and the date of judgment.



No argument was addressed on this issue but I do not thereby take the plaintiff as abandoning it in any way.	The matter is not without difficulty because the cases indicate that interest if allowed should be allowed at "ordinary commercial rates" Cullen v Trappel (1979-80) 146 C.L.R. 1 (per Gibbs J. at 21) or at "a rate of interest related to the market place" Ruby v Marsh (1975) 132 C.L.R. 642 (per Barwick C.J. at 653).	The observations of Barwick C.J. in that case were adopted by Muirhead J. in this court in Lawrence v Mathison (1981) 11 N.T.R. 1.	In that case His Honour had the assistance of expert evidence on this issue (see p.14) and adopted a figure of 12%.	Furthermore His Honour said (at p.14):-

"It is not desirable that plaintiffs should be continually expected to call evidence to calculate such interest.	I understand this may be the first determination of this court.	Speaking for myself only and subject to higher authority, I will continue to apply interest at the rate of 12% to judgments for damages where the causes of action have arisen since 1st December 1979.	I will not expect further evidence to be called to justify such a rate.	Of course if it is intended to argue that the rate is inadequate and that higher rates should be applied that may well be a matter of further evidence".


His Honour also in that case took the firm view that a claim for interest need not be pleaded in the Statement of Claim before the court could assess it.	(See p. 14).


In Volmer v Northern Territory Electricity Commission (unrep) 22/1/85 O'Leary J. (as he then was) referred at p.
27 to



"the practice of this court as established by Muirhead
J. in Lawrence v Mattison (1981) 11 N.T.R. 1, and since followed in other cases,"


to allow interest at the commercial rate of 12%, and himself adopted that rate as the starting point in considering the amount of interest to award for pain, suffering and loss of amenities up to the date of judgment.	To achieve consistency of approach in this court and in the absence of any evidence to the contrary it is clear that I should also
commence with the figure of 12% as the ordinary commercial rate.


But in Volmer's case O'Leary J. did not in fact award interest at the rate of 12% to date of judgment.	His reasons for coming to a figure of half that are clear and compelling and I respectfully  adopt them in this case.	His Honour cited the remarks of Gibbs J. In Cullen v Trappel dealing with the case of economic loss.	Gibbs J. said at p. 19:-


"In accordance with the general principle which I have just stated, interest may be awarded on economic loss incurred up to the date of judgment.	However not all of that loss will have been suffered immediately at the date when the injuries were sustained.	The  loss incurred in meeting out of pocket expenses of c0urse arises when those amounts are paid and interest may be awarded from that date to the date of judgment.
However, loss of earnings before judgment - or to be more accurate loss of earning capacity which has produced financial loss before judgment - often occurs gradually.	Each week the plaintiff loses the earnings he might otherwise have made during that week and some



of the loss he suffers may be incurred  immediately before the trial.	Therefore it would over compensate the plaintiff to award interest in 'full from the date of the accident to the date of judgment.	In Cookson v Knowles, Lord Diplock suggested that a rough and ready method of compensating a plaintiff for the delay in receipt of the monies payable in respect of the loss - a delay which might range from some years to none - would be either to halve the period for which interest is  given at current rates or to give interest for the whole period at half the current rates".


Having referred to the above passage His Honour O'Leary J. went on to say at pp.43-45


"The South Australian case of Wheeler v Page & Harris (1982) 31 S.A.S.R. 1, to which I was referred, was decided more than 2 years after Cullen v Trappel.	It was a case in which the precise question as to what rate of interest should be awarded on damages for pain and suffering  and loss of amenities was reserved by the trial judge for the consideration of the Full Court.	In the leading judgment in that case, King C.J. (with whom Wells and Jacobs JJ. agreed) held that the rate of interest to be allowed on damages for non-economic loss up to the date of trial should be 'a rate which represents the difference  between the prevailing rate for secure investments and the rate of inflation".		The purpose of awarding interest, the learned Chief Justice said, is now seen to be only to compensate the plaintiff for being kept out of the damages applicable to the detriments which he suffered up to the date of trial.
Damages for pain, suffering and loss of amenities of
life sustained before trial are assessed at trial on the basis of the value of money at the date of assessment.
But, since a substantial portion of currently prevailing rates of interest compensates the investor for the diminution which inflation works on the value of the principal sum, there is no need to compensate the plaintiff for diminution in the value of the money out of which he has been kept.	Therefore, current interest rates, to the extent that they compensate for such diminution, are not appropriate to compensate the plaintiff for being kept out of his money.	In his opinion, the rate which ought to be adopted is 4 per centum per annum.	His Honour did not refer in his judgment either to Pickett v British Rail Engineering Ltd or to Cullen v Trappel.



Clearly, in my opinion, the course I should adopt is to follow the guidelines indicated by Gibbs J. in Cullen v Trappel, and I propose to do so.	I therefore approach the matter in a "broad and practical way", bearing in mind the purpose for which interest is awarded, and taking care not to over compensate the plaintiff or to  do an injustice to the defendant.		Interest is awarded to compensate the plaintiff for being kept out of the money to which he has now been found to be entitled, in this case damages for pain, suffering and loss of amenities up to the date of judgrnent.	Apart from the first week or so after the accident when the plaintiff must have suffered acutely from his burns, I think the detriment suffered by him has been fairly uniformly suffered from that time up to the present.	I therefore think I should compensate him for being kept out of that money by allowing him interest on the sum of $20,000, being the amount apportioned to that detriment, at the rate of 6%, that is, at half the commercial rate of 12%. That amounts approximately to the sum of $3,600."


This approach was adopted and followed by Muirhead J. in William Briscoe v Peter Phillip Hobbs (unrep 20/12/84). Applying similar  principles to this case the plaintiff should receive on a broadly calculated basis 6% of $3,600 at simple interest over a period of 4 years.	That amounts to a figure of $864-00 so that the plaintiff is entitled to judgrnent in the sum of $4,464-00.

The question of costs must necessarily be reserved, on the basis that I do not and of course should not know until the determination of the issues between the parties, whether any sum has been paid into court.

However unless it is shown that a sum greater than $4,464-00 has been paid into court and in the absence of any other special circumstances which the defendant may raise I am of

•
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opinion that the defendant should pay the plaintiff's costs to be taxed in default of agreement.	It is true that I have found the plaintiff 70%.to blame for the accident; but in the absence of any admission of blame by the defendant it was still necessary for the plaintiff to prove his case in
court.	See McCarthy v Raylton Products (1951) W.N. 376: Howitt v Alexander & Sons (1948) s.c. 154.

I do not say that there could not be cases where the proportion of blameworthiness in the plaintiff might be so high that he should be deprived of costs or of a substantial part thereof.	See for instance, Lowe v Nash (1966 Tas. S.R. (N.C.) 8; but that concerned a claim and counterclairn and the plaintiff was found negligent in the proportion of 90% and it was ordered that the plaintiff have 1/lOth of his costs and the defendant 9/lOths of his costs and such costs were to be set off.	More apposite is the case of
Pritchard v Melbourne & Metropolitan Tramways Board (1954)
V.L.R. 60 where although a jury found the plaintiff 90% negligent Martin J. awarded costs but on a lower scale.

In this case I am not persuaded that the extent of the contributory negligence of the plaintiff was so high in the circumstances that he should be deprived of his costs in the absence of any other factors which may not yet have been brought to my attention.
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In the result there will be judgment for the plaintiff for the sum of $4,464-00 and the question of costs reserved with liberty to either party to apply on that question.

